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OrgCode Consulting, Inc. are North American leaders in homeless
system transformations, leadership development in homeless
services, and technical assistance.
OrgCode are merry misfits that disrupt the status quo to be catalysts
for better outcomes.
Thought leaders in ending homelessness, we advance ideas, create
and share resources, and offer training that doesn’t suck.
www.OrgCode.com
@OrgCode
www.FB.com/OrgCode
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HOUSING FOCUSED PROBLEM
SOLVING IS A CONVERSATION,
NOT A SCRIPT
HOUSING CRISIS RESOLUTION IS
A PRACTICE, NOT A PROGRAM
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WHY AN INCREASED FOCUS ON HOUSING
CRISIS PROBLEM SOLVING?
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IMPACT OF PREVENTION SERVICES ON
HOMELESSNESS RESPONSE SYSTEM

Adapted from:
National Alliance to End Homelessness (October 19, 2020). Effective Diversion: A Key Strategy for Ending Homelessness. Source: https://endhomelessness.org/resource/effectivediversion-a-key-strategy-for-ending-homelessness-webinar/
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KEY TERMS:
Homelessness Prevention activities occur before a household has lost their
ability to reside in a housing option. The goal is sustaining an existing safe,
appropriate housing, whenever possible. Two strategies of homelessness
prevention prove to be most successful:
•

•

Eviction prevention is a form of prevention when the household is the legal
leaseholder and is at risk of losing their legal tenure for this housing option.
Supports tend to involve the activation of community legal services and potentially
include ongoing support to the household to access financial and housing stability
supports if legal and/or landlord liaison activities identify that the tenancy can be
saved.
Housing loss prevention is a form of prevention when the household is not the legal
leaseholder but is still located in a safe and appropriate housing situation and may
have formal ties to the housing.

Prevention via Diversion activities occur once an individual/couple/family
has lost legal tenure for their housing option, but prior to entry into
sheltered or unsheltered homelessness
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WHAT RESEARCH TELLS US ABOUT
PREVENTION?
• Research demonstrates that historically 80% of
homelessness prevention investments went to
households that would not have become homeless
(Review Research on Targeting Homelessness Prevention
efforts, Shinn et. al. 1998, 2001, 2013, 2016)
• Prevention efforts must also target households that most
closely resembles the risk and vulnerability of our
chronic homeless households – opportunity to doubledown on investment prior to entry/return to
homelessness
• Recognize that prediction is impossible…objectivity is
essential in the decision-making process
• No household is “too high risk”
8
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SOME LEGACY ISSUES TO OVERCOME…
q

Diversion viewed as a refusal to serve

q

Resources were achieved through self-advocacy and persistence, or luck, or
first come/served

q

Experience was used (confused?) as a form of assessment & beliefs about
ability to predict the future

q

Disconnects between emergency side of the homeless service delivery system
and the solution side of the service delivery system

q

There was no coordinated approach for matching the right person/family to
the most appropriate resource in the right order

q

Confusion over Poverty Alleviation = Homelessness Prevention
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HMMM…
Why do most people - even those that are
economically poor with problematic rental histories
and numerous life challenges - never become
homeless?
What can we learn from people that do NOT become
literally homeless to strategically assist those that
experiencing a housing crisis or have just become
homeless?
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CORE PRINCIPLES TO STEM THE INFLOW
• Making people become homeless in order to receive
services is a bad idea.
• People
are generally
They
should be
LET’S
BEGIN resilient.
WITH A
BATHTUB
empowered to maximize their resilience.
• Progressive engagement is a good idea and is
trauma informed.
In a metaphorical bathtub where the water represents people
• Safe
and appropriate
take manytoforms.
experiencing
homelessness,tenancies
our shared commitment
“ending
homelessness”
looks
like
draining
the
tub.
• Mediation is a worthwhile endeavour when solving a
housing crisis.
GOAL
=
LESS WATER IN TUB
• Flexible
resources
and supports) increase
INCOMING
WATER(financial
=
INFLOW
the potential
for
success.
DRAINING WATER =
OUTFLOW
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PREVENTING & REDUCING HOMELESSNESS
A functional end to homelessness requires:
ü Homelessness Prevention when possible/feasible
ü Diversion is a service with an outcome
ü Shelters working as a process, not a destination
ü Housing-focused conversations committed to rapid exit
ü Access to permanent housing quickly (less than 60 days)
ü By name registry of all people to be served

12
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PREVENT & REDUCE HOMELESSNESS BY:
Closing the front door into homelessness –
• Diversion & Prevention/Homelessness Proofing
• Coordinated Access
• Discharge Planning
Open the Back Door out of Homelessness –
• Housing focused Shelters
• Impactful Outreach
• Housing First – Re-Housing Supports (RRH, ICM, TH, PSH, etc)
• Housing Development & Location Services
Find the Courage to do things differently Together
• Solution Focused Innovation
13
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PREVENTION AND DIVERSION…
• Strength-based by having households leverage their knowledge, skills and
resources
• Progressively engaging by having households demonstrate problem-solving
skills prior to more intensive intervention
• Person-centered by facilitating a unique journey out of housing
crisis/homelessness based upon the households’ circumstances, strengths
and resiliencies
• Trauma-informed by doing "with" rather than "for or to", having a clear
objective, using empathy and accountability, exercising transparency, and
empowering of decision-making
• Harm reducing by focusing on natural supports when safe and appropriate,
encouraging autonomy, and focusing on housing first without focusing on
compliance or treatment first
15

PRINCIPLES THAT INFORM
PREVENTION & DIVERSION
PRACTICE
Key questions guide the development of Principles

16
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FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS LEAD TO PRINCIPLES
Before a community can embark upon Prevention & Diversion as a
system, it needs to embrace core beliefs about what it aims to achieve.
•Do you believe people are generally resilient and can be
empowered to maximize this resilience?
•Do you believe that safe and appropriate tenancies take many
forms?
•Do you believe that mediation and creative problem solving are
worthwhile endeavours when solving housing crises?
•Do you believe that flexible resources (financial and support
services) increase the potential for solution-focused problem
solving?
•Do you believe that dedicated homeless services should be used
by people that have no safe and appropriate alternatives?
•Do you believe in consistent application of evidence informed
processes like prevention & diversion?
•Who do you want to prioritize for finite shelter space?
17

ESSENTIAL SKILLS &
APPROACHES FOR
HOUSING FOCUSED
PROBLEM SOLVING
19
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ASSISTING A HOUSEHOLD RESOLVE A
HOUSING CRISIS DEMANDS…
q A trauma informed approach to engagement focusing on creating safety,
transparency and an overview of your role
q Incorporation of Motivational Interviewing skills throughout your engagement, in
particular active listening, open ended questions, empathy, and a focus on goals
q Exploration of strengths, opportunities and resources to move from crisis to
empowerment in order to regain confidence and identify options in addressing
the housing issue
q Move forward by identifying safe, appropriate options and next steps that can be
reality-tested and validated as SMART (Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Realistic
& Timed)
q Build bridges to identify and activate reality-tested solutions. Connecting
households with other community resources will be essential. Mediation is valued
as a worthwhile endeavour to improve relationships between clients and
landlords/clients and potential host households.
q Summarize the action steps and follow-up with specifics including activities,
persons responsible, timelines and communication expectations. Set a time to
follow-up
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SKILLS OF THE P & D SPECIALIST
Active listening to catch conversational cues that reveal client strengths and
opportunities
Well networked and operational knowledge with homeless response system
supports and community resources and the rapid pathway to access them
(the inside track)
Conflict resolution and mediation skills for the interpersonal / family
relations that are frequently at the center of vulnerabilities and barriers
Specialized knowledge for targeted populations
ü FAMILIES: School homeless liaisons, family courts, domestic violence,
CPS, McKinney Vento rules
ü YOUTH: Family/Juvenile Courts, school liaisons
ü MEDICAL / CORRECTIONAL DISCHARGE: ER rooms, Discharge Nurses
and health navigators, county jail, Justice of the Peace, etc.
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KNOW YOUR COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Flexible funding sources
Utility and rental arrears
Emergency motel assistance
Family & friend reunification funding
Damage & Repairs
Transportation assistance
Storage assistance
Emergency motel assistance
Vouchers/gift cards for food and gas
Kenneling/short term stays for pets
Food security option
Budgeting, Trusteeship, Guardianship Options
Rent Smart programs
Tax preparation

Faith based resources
Veteran Services
Indigenous Resources/Services
Family/IPV Survivor Supports
Community Based Legal Services
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CREATE A SAFE SPACE TO ENGAGE
Emotional Safety: lead with empathy, exercise reflective listening, be
trauma-informed in the engagement, respect the emotional state of
the household, and be transparent on what is happening and why, as
well as the next steps.
Environmental (physical) safety: empower people to have an active
voice in where they want the conversation to take place (for example, in an
office, outdoors on a park bench, in a secluded corner of an otherwise busy drop-in centre,
etc.), as well as assessing the physical environment to decrease or

mitigate potential surprises during the conversation and being
sensitive to the ability of others to overhear the conversation.
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MAXIMIZING RESILIENCE
Resilience is not a trait that people either
have or do not have. It involves behaviors,
thoughts and actions that can be learned
and developed in anyone.
- American Psychological Association
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FACTORS INFLUENCING RESILIENCE
Relationship factors - who do they know, how strong is
the relationship, what resources do the relationships bring
to the table
Community factors - association and connectivity to others
with shared beliefs and experiences, what resources that
community has to bring to the table, beliefs and practices
of the community regarding helping others of that
community

26
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PREVENTION,DIVERSION &
RAPID RESOLUTION / EXIT
HOUSEHOLD
/ INDIVIDUAL

STRENGTHS
q Regular Income
q Employable Skills
q Short Experience of
Homelessness
q No Disabling Conditions
q Good Health
q Completed Education
q Wellbeing / Positive Self
Image / Optimism

VULNERABILITIES

q Self Care and
Independence
q Has Own Ideas on
Pathways to Housing
q Reasonably Good Credit
q Has Recent Positive Rental
History

COMMUNITY
RESOURCES

OPPORTUNITIES
q Supportive Family
q Supportive Friends
q Supportive Congregation
q Transportation
q SOAR – SSI/SSDI/SS
q Eligibility for Housing
q SNAPS / Income Supports
q Child Support
q Affordable Housing Market

SERVICE NEEDS &
HOUSING BARRIERS
q Disabling Conditions
q Substance Use
q No Income
q Limited Education
q High Risk Behaviors
q Long Experience in
Homelessness
q Episodic Homelessness
q Unsheltered
q No access to basic needs

q Hoarding / Collecting
q Pregnancy / Children
q Age: Young / Elderly
q Chronic Illness
q Trauma
q Poor Self Care Capacity
q Limited Daily Living Skills
q Developmental disorder /
compromised cognitive
functioning
q Depression / Hopelessness

BARRIERS

q Pension Benefits
q VA Benefits
q Treatment
q Employment Services
q Day Labor
q Child Protective Services
q School Homeless Liaisons
q Legal Services
q Adult Protective Services

q Domestic Violence
q Victimization
q Debts
q Landlord Discrimination
q No Rental History
q Bad Credit
q Eviction History
q Felony Conviction/Criminal
History
q No Social Networks
q No Transportation

q Unresolved Legal Issues
q No Health Insurance
q Ineligible for housing
q Sex Offender
q Unaffordable Housing Market
q Housing Discrimination
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HOUSING PROBLEM SOLVING DIALOGUE
AND PROBLEM SOLVING
ASSETS for RESOLUTION OF HOUSING CRISIS

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIONS

STRENGTHS:

OPPORTUNITIES:

NEEDS and SERVICE CONNECTIONS

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIONS

VULNERABILITIES:

BARRIERS:

28
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LEVERAGE RESILIENCE
Be clear in communication and establish boundaries &
realistic expectations.
Negotiate and manage strong feelings and impulses.
Avoid seeing crises as insurmountable problems.
Leverage natural supports and assets.
Maintain a positive view of strengths and abilities.
Be practical and promote self awareness.
Consider the full range of possible options.
Help people create and take action on realistic plans.
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RESILIENCE AND STRESS

30
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MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING IS A 4 STEP PROCESS

Engaging

Focusing

Evoking

Planning
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THE ORDER YOU ENGAGE IN IS IMPORTANT…

Relational
Foundation

Engaging

Focusing

Motivational
Interviewing

Evoking

Planning

36
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SOLUTION-FOCUSED
CONVERSATIONS
37

WHAT IS A SOLUTION-FOCUSED CONVERSATION?
Borrowing from Solution-Focused Brief Therapy, the
intention is to create a conversation such that:
o There are clear goals and focus on factual info
about shelter options and process
o The solutions are practical
o When people want to only talk about challenges
they are redirected back to what the solution to
the immediate problem (needing a safe place to
be tonight) is, not focusing on all the challenges

38
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STRATEGIES FOR
SOLUTION-FOCUSED CONVERSATIONS…MI
Use open-ended questions
Provide useful summaries of the conversation thus far
Lean into uncomfortable silences
Validate
Affirm insights or moments of self-awareness
Use the past to inform the present…to identify past solution
options
Use coping questions and statements
Use scaling questions
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SOLUTION-FOCUSED CONVERSATION STRATEGIES
Look at similar circumstances and previous solutions
Ensure questions are present or future oriented, not past oriented
Validate promising ideas
Ask scaling questions
Coping questions (How have you managed to not let things get
worse?)
Call to experiment…what can be tried?
Focus on Present & Future

At the core, a solution-focused conversation is grounded in
a belief that the future is negotiated and created

41
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LET’S TRY MAKING THE CONVERSATION
FUTURE-ORIENTED AND SOLUTION-FOCUSED
The family seeking shelter has two children
with special needs and the family has
voluntarily vacated their apartment and is
seeking shelter because the parents feel it is
too stifling of an environment for their
children in the apartment.

45

AND THE PROBLEM WE
ARE SEEKING TO SOLVE…
THE CURRENT HOUSING
CRISIS
47
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SOLVING THE PROBLEM INHERENT IN A
HOUSING CRISIS
• The person/family is not the problem. The issue
causing the immediate crisis is the problem.
Guide to our Engagement:

• Work the problem.
• Respect emotional toll.

Goals
Reality
Options
Way Forward

• Primarily focus on present and
future when exploring solutions (including temporary).
48

SOLVING THE PROBLEM
When safe and appropriate to stay in their unit OR reconcile
with family or friends they were staying with, or others they
may stay with, appeal to the landlord or the “hosts” as
strategic partners.
Inspire the strategic partner to help come up with solutions.
Redirect name-calling, barriers, tangential issues.
If there are win-win situations that emerge, leverage them.

49
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MEDIATION ADDS VALUE
As an impartial and competent mediator, work to move the
conversation forward:
• Focus on common ground.
• Avoid arguments of who is right and wrong.
• Make sure both sides - facts and emotions - are understood and
validated.
• Steer the conversation towards “what is next?” more than “what
happened?”.
• Look for solutions that will solve the primary problem without
causing other problems (or as few other problems as possible).
• Make sure all parties involved accept the solution
• Make sure implementation is likely going to occur – risk mitigation
50

STEPS TO PROBLEM SOLVING
1. Identify the issue(s).
2. Understand everyone's interest(s).
3. List the possible solutions (options)
4. Evaluate the options.
5. Select an option or options.
6. Document the agreement(s).
7. Agree on contingencies, monitoring, and evaluation.
51
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ANOTHER APPROACH TO PROBLEM-SOLVING
Define the problem

•Differentiate opinions from facts
•Specify underlying causes
•Consult each faction involved for information
•State the problem explicitly
•Determine in which process the problem lies
•Avoid trying to solve the problem without data
•Postpone evaluating alternatives initially
Generate alternative
•Include all parties involved in generating solutions
solutions
•Specify alternatives consistent with goals
•Specify short term and longer term alternatives
•Brainstorm ideas
•Seek alternatives that may solve the problem
•Evaluate each alternative relative to stated objectives of diversion
Evaluate and select an
•Avoid bias in the evaluation
alternative
•Consider both proven and possible outcomes
•State the selected alternative explicitly
Implement and follow-up •Plan and implement the alternative that is selected
•Gather feedback from parties involved
•Seek acceptance by those affected
•Monitor to see if solution worked
•Re-evaluate and test other options as necessary
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CES…PHASED APPROACH
PROVING EFFECTIVE…
54
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Step One – Triage Housing Crisis Status
People
Seeking
Help

CES
Access
Points

h

Housing
Information

At Risk of
@ Homelessness

H

Literally
Homeless

Step Two – Phased
Interventions

Prevention
/ Diversion

Rapid
Rehousing
Rental
Assistance
Diversion /
Shelter
Intake

Street
Outreach
Phased Assessment
Approach Tools

Main
Stream
Housing &
Support
Resources

Prevention
/ Diversion
Screening

Shelter
Entry &
Rapid
Resolution

Housing
Planning /
Navigation

Social
Housing /
Rental
Assistance

Housing
Priority
List

SPDAT

Permanent
Supportive
Housing
Housing
Application
/ Eligibility
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INITIAL SCREENING TO INCREASE
EFFICIENCY…
Simple screening questions to assist with referrals and scheduling via
online survey on agency websites or asked in Initial Contact:
q Are you a leaseholder who is behind on rental payments and have
income less than (identify income eligibility criteria here)? Yes or
No
q If Yes…Can you demonstrate a risk of experiencing homelessness
or housing instability evidenced by a past due utility or rent notice?
Yes or No
q In the last 30 days, have you experienced homelessness - stayed in
an emergency shelter, stayed outside or somewhere not meant for
human habitation? Yes or No

56
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q What is your housing situation for tonight?
• I’m staying in my own place
• I’m staying with family or friends
• I’m staying in a local shelter or in a motel paid for by a community
program
• I’m staying outside or in my vehicle or some other place unsheltered
q If staying in their own place or with family/friends…Can you stay there for the
next 3-7 days? Yes or No
q Regardless of where you/your family is staying right now, how many separate
occasions have you stayed outdoors, in a vehicle, in an emergency shelter or a
motel paid for by a community agency?
• One time, this is my first time
• Two times
• Three or more times

57

q Please tell us a little more about your situation. (Select as many options
as needed)
• I/my family are fleeing or attempting to flee intimate
partner/family violence
• My child/ren are temporarily staying with family or friends
• My family is under threat of having children removed from the
home or they have already been removed from the home.
• I/we are residing in an unhealthy physical environment (i.e. bugs,
mold, leaks, broken locks, etc.)
• I/we are unable to stay at our current location during the day
• I/we lack the financial resources and supports to obtain housing on
our own
• I/we have been told that we can not stay in our current location

58
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BASED ON RESPONSES…
IDENTIFY OTHER
COMMUNITY RESOURCE
OPTIONS OR SCHEDULE
PREVENTION/DIVERSION VIA
HOMELESSNESS RESPONSE
SYSTEM
59

Step One – Triage Housing Crisis Status
People
Seeking
Help

CES
Access
Points

h

Housing
Information

At Risk of
@ Homelessness

H

Literally
Homeless

Step Two – Phased
Interventions

Prevention
/ Diversion

Rapid
Rehousing
Rental
Assistance
Diversion /
Shelter
Intake

Street
Outreach
Phased Assessment
Approach Tools

Main
Stream
Housing &
Support
Resources

Prevention
/ Diversion
Screening

Shelter
Entry &
Rapid
Resolution

Housing
Planning /
Navigation

Social
Housing /
Rental
Assistance

Housing
Priority
List

SPDAT

Permanent
Supportive
Housing
Housing
Application
/ Eligibility
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PREVENTION & DIVERSION
WORKFLOW
61

DEVELOP CONSISTENT WORKFLOW & APPROACHES TO
PREVENTION & DIVERSION SERVICES
• An evidence-informed workflow for prevention and diversion
specialists could include the following activities:
Step One: Safety screening
Step Two: Explain the prevention &/or diversion process
Step Three: Determine the current housing situation
Step Four: Pay attention to indicators of strength, resilience,
coping strategies and opportunities
• Step Five: Exploring Options to Resolve Current Housing Crisis
• Step Six: Create Action Plan for Next Steps and Initiate
Implementation, including access to financial resources,
mediation, referrals to mainstream services & follow-up
•
•
•
•

62
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ALWAYS SCREEN FOR SAFETY…

63

SAFETY SCREEN CONTINUED…

64
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65

Brainstorm
Explorative Questions
and Conversation
Starters
…to explore current housing crisis
and potential options – tried,
untried, thought about, creative
brainstorming, etc.

66
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EXPLORE OPTIONS/POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
Creative Brainstorming:
q Start this solution focused brainstorming engagement by
identifying that collectively the goal is to identify potential
strategies, activities, tasks and communications that can assist in
resolving the current issue and allow the household to stay in their
current safe housing option or identify another safe option.
Encourage the household to be as creative as possible as they
consider what they or other people facing a similar situation could
do to positively address the housing situation.
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REALITY TESTING POTENTIAL OPTIONS
The following questions have proven helpful for reality testing suggested solutions:
q What would this look like for you?
q What words would you use to start that discussion?
q Have you done something like this before? Was that a positive experience for
you?
q What resources do you have to carry this out?
q Are there things you could do or say to your landlord/neighbor/friend/family
member that could demonstrate your willingness and desire to resolve this issue?
q What would assist you in staying focused on solving this current issue and how
things can be different in the future, instead of focusing on past challenges (with
this person/in this housing unit)?
q What is the timeline for when this could happen?
q In case this does not work out as well as you would like, would you like to explore
a back-up plan?

68
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COMMON PREVENTION ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore the legal tenancy agreement/housing scenario (formal?)
Investigate the obstacles to staying in current housing scenario
Access landlord-tenant &/or legal services, if appropriate
Identify legitimate avenues to intervene in housing loss, including
mediation & dispute resolution
Focus on Strengths and Opportunities initially, don’t focus on barriers too
early
Explore financial and potential support options for housing loss
prevention
Identify if other life areas create vulnerabilities for longer term housing
retention if current dispute can be resolved
Create action plan with household
Follow-up on housing stability and provide supports for emerging needs

69
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CONSIDERATIONS
FOR PREVENTION
Prevention of Housing Loss &
Homelessness Proofing Supports

71

PREVENTION INVESTMENTS?
•

•

•
•
•

What proportion of prevention $$ allocated for households that have
financial crisis as the cause of their housing crisis versus households
that were precariously housed and demonstrating higher acuity?
To prevent homelessness for people experiencing imminent
homelessness? first time entry to the system? and/or as an insurance
policy used along with homelessness proofing efforts for people in
supportive housing?
In examining your housing loss prevention efforts, who is being served
and who is not?
Strategies for ongoing landlord engagement, mediation and support?
Are policies and procedures promoting equity, not just equality?

73
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PREVENTION CONSIDERATIONS –
FINANCIAL AND SUPPORT SERVICES
• The amount of funding should be dictated by the level of
need, starting with the least amount of funding to help
the household stabilize, and the amount would be
customized to the specific circumstance of the
household.
• Prevention resources should be flexible to adjust to
changing needs of household.
• Flexible support services may be required to maintain
tenancy and increase housing stability.
• Ensure evidence informed tools and approaches are
incorporated into the process.
74

SHELTER DIVERSION
A High Level Overview

75
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WHEN TO PRACTICE DIVERSION
•

Household does not have a legal (or formal) and safe tenancy to
return to…prevention not a possibility.

•

At time of first seeking shelter services…or as soon thereafter as
possible.

•

Not always practical to attempt diversion at some hours of the day.

•

Some people are not ready for the diversion conversation…but the
opportunity to prevent literal homelessness is worth the effort.

•

For people that have experienced lengthy periods of sheltered and
unsheltered homelessness, diversion may not make sense.

76

DIVERSION STEP ONE
Screen for safety.
Have the conversation about what diversion is.
Should be same everywhere.

SAMPLE:
• “Our goal is to learn more about your specific housing situation right now and
what you need so that together we can identify the best possible way to get you
a place to stay tonight and to find safe, permanent housing as quickly as
possible. That might mean staying in emergency accommodation tonight, but we
want to avoid that if at all possible. We will work with you to find a more stable
alternative if we can.”

What do you want your script to be?
79
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DIVERSION STEP TWO
QUESTION
Why are you seeking
service today?

LOOK FOR:

BECAUSE...

Reason(s) and context.

1. Can result in other questions being
answered without being asked.
2. Inappropriate reasons for seeking
service can be resolved without going
further.

Attempts made, likely with
friends, family or other
What else have you tried to
community resources,
do before seeking service?
especially mainstream
resources.
What else have you
thought about trying, but
haven’t tried yet?

Ideas that have been
considered but not acted
upon.

People should be empowered wherever
possible to resolve their own issues,
when it is safe to do so.
It may be appropriate to encourage the
person to try these things before
admitting to a service.

Possible Actions:
1. Proceed to Step Three.
2. Divert away to attempt other activities.
3. Divert away because inappropriate for service.

80

DIVERSION STEP THREE
Where did you stay last night?
ANSWER

LOOK FOR:

BECAUSE...

Outdoors/ any
place not fit for
human
habitation.

Anything other than one’s own apartment or that of a friend/family
member.

You can skip to Step Six.

Main/primary reason for leaving.

1. If fleeing violence, would be
suitable for VAW/DV resources.
2. If facing eviction/voluntarily
vacated, intervention may be possible.
3. If has been evicted, other courses
of action may be considered.

Own apartment/
home.

Main/primary reason for leaving. Then ask:
a. If staying with someone else, what is the relationship between them

Friends/family

and you?
b. How long have you been staying there?
c. Where did you stay before that?
d. Would it be safe for you to stay there again for the next 3-7 days?
e. (If a couple and/or household with children under 18) Would your
whole household be able to return and stay there safely for the next 3-7
days?
f. If indicate that the place where they stayed is unsafe, ask why it is
unsafe.
g. If cannot stay there safely, or if were staying in a place unfit for
human habitation, move to Step Six.

1. If fleeing violence, would be
suitable for VAW/DV resources.
2. If there is a history of them staying
there, it may be possible to extend
the stay if it is safe to do so.
3. Brief interventions may extend stay.
4. With a bit more time (e.g., 3-7
days) it moves things out of
immediate crisis mode.

81
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DIVERSION STEP FOUR
Are there additional reasons why you can’t
stay there any longer?
Is there anything I haven’t asked you about
that would be important for me to be aware
of as we try to figure out the best situation
for you moving forward?

82

DIVERSION STEP FIVE
Do you think that you/you and your family
could stay there again temporarily if we
provide you with some help or referrals to find
permanent housing or connect with other
services?
If no, why not? What would it take to be able to
stay there temporarily?

83
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DIVERSION STEP SIX
If no, is there somewhere else where you/you and
your family could stay temporarily if we provide you
with some help or referrals to find permanent
housing and access other supports? For example,
what about other family members? Friends? Coworkers?
What would it take for you to be able to stay there
temporarily?

84

DIVERSION STEP SEVEN
What is making it hard for you to find permanent housing for
you/you and your family - or connect to other resources that
could help you do that?
a. For example, do you or does anyone in your family
have special needs or a medical condition? How does this
affect your housing situation?
b. Do you owe money for rent or utilities?
c. Are you new to the area?
d. Are you in an unsafe or unstable relationship?
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DIVERSION STEP EIGHT
What resources do you have right now that could help
you and your family find a place to stay temporarily or
find permanent housing?
a. For example, are you getting any help from other
family members or friends?
b. Do you have income?
i.
What are the sources?
c. Are you involved with any other services right now?
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DIVERSION STEP NINE
If admitted to service there is still an
expectation that you will be attempting to
secure permanent housing for you (and your
family). What is your plan at this point for
securing housing if you are admitted to a
service?
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR DIVERSION
• We always want to examine what is the most appropriate
and safest option.
• The more you can customize a support structure, including
financial supports, rather than only offering a blanket
amount (of financial or support services) for diversion
efforts, the better.
• Do you have flexible funding to support diversion?
• Do you have follow-up support options available to support
ongoing diversion efforts for households?
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FOLLOW-UP SUPPORTS
FOCUS ON RESOLUTION
89
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FOLLOW-UP SUPPORTS
Follow-up supports (ideally, in situ) have demonstrated
success in ensuring safe, appropriate places continue to be
an option
Ideally these supports are provided in vivo
o Who could complete this in your community?
o When and how often?
o Support staff leverage strategic partnerships between
household and landlord/host family
Follow-up during the first 2 weeks after Prevention &
Diversion is most helpful
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ELEMENTS OF A HOUSING PLAN
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has one goal (HOUSING) with tasks/actions related directly to
that goal.
Has a target timeline for completion of the plan, and
milestone times identified for tasks.
Identifies specific barriers that need to be addressed for plan
to be successful (example: secure income; get identification).
Names the actors that will be involved in execution of each of
the tasks.
When planning ahead…can tie actions and deliverables to
continued shelter stay.
Ensures mutual accountability between shelter staff and
shelter stayer.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
EXCELLENCE
94
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MID-STREAM IMPACT: TARGETED
PREVENTION SERVICES
• Realignment of prevention services that reflect a consistent
implementation approach dedicated to preventing literal
homelessness for highly vulnerable households (those that are
most likely to become homeless if intervention does not occur) is
recommended.
• Formalized partnerships with current dedicated Re-Housing
programs and their clients will be essential to ensure that these
supported households do not return to the homeless system after
program discharge.
• For agencies funded to deliver homelessness prevention activities,
the problem-solving approach to housing crisis interventions
supports the delivery of shelter diversion activities for supported
households.
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THE FOLLOWING HOUSEHOLDS IDENTIFIED FOR
PRIORITIZATION OF ASSISTANCE AND FOLLOW-UP
SUPPORTS
• Households that previously experienced homelessness, including people
formerly attached to dedicated re-housing programming;
• Households that have characteristics of chronic homelessness;;
• Highly vulnerable households that are staying - even temporarily – in safe,
appropriate housing options with family or friends;
• Households that may not be protected by the residential tenancy
legislation, including those identified as “secondary tenants”, sub-letting
tenants, boarding room residents, etc.;
• Highly housing-insecure households in specialized groups that have
experienced systemic and structural discrimination, specifically related to
racial and gender inequity, including single parents with children;
Source: Desmond, M., Gershenson, C., Who gets evicted? Assessing individual, neighborhood, and network factors,
Social Science Research (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ssresearch.2016.08.017
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ESSENTIAL FOLLOW-UP SUPPORTS TO
TARGETED HOUSEHOLDS
• Homelessness prevention with households experiencing the
greatest risk of entering/re-entering homelessness must
incorporate follow-up supports dedicated to increasing housing
stability in current housed locations, improving the sustainability
of safe housing options – including temporary options - and actively
supporting households as they search for other appropriate
housing options within communities.
• Office based activities will not be as impactful as a “boots on the
ground” approach in journeying with supported households.
• Increase transparency on financial and staffing resources available
to support such essential follow-up supports.
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CREATING A COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE
• The creation of consistent and evidence informed practices and
approaches must be formalized amongst partner agencies.
• It will be important for partner agencies to develop consistent
service delivery approaches, clear expectations for P & D Specialists
and formalized partnerships with other homelessness and rehousing initiatives that can benefit homelessness prevention
activities provided to supported households.
• Standardize practices and approaches (from intake approaches
within their multi-service agencies, housing location/landlord
liaison activities, referral strategies, support practices, etc.).
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MONITOR &
EVALUATE IMPACT
99

QUESTIONS TO ANSWER
• Are the households at the greatest risk of
re/entering sheltered or unsheltered
homelessness assisted to avoid literal
homelessness?

Are we efficient?

• Are most vulnerable households diverted
from literal homelessness with the least
amount of resources required?

Are we enduring?

Are we effective?

• Do households supported via prevention
and diversion stay housed and not enter
literal homelessness?
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CLOSING THOUGHTS
102

EMAIL:

info@OrgCode.com

TWITTER:

@OrgCode

WEBSITE:

www.OrgCode.com

FACEBOOK: www.FB.com/OrgCode
PHONE:

416-698-9700
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